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Motivation—Why regional controllability?

General dynamic systems 

Controllability is one of the fundamental issues in control theory. 

Typical Controllability Question



The finite-dimensional system case

Theorem 1

REMARKS

✓Approximate and exact controllability are equivalent.

✓The controllability of system (2) is independent of the time T.



The infinite dimensional diffusion system case

Heating a metal block with a crack

A spatially 

homogeneous 

environment
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Briefly speaking, regional controllability is to control the 

considered system to be controllability within some sub-region of its 

evolution whole domain.                                  --- [El Jai et al.1995]

Money should be used more efficiently.

Proverb:

➢ More efficiently;

➢ Great help to discuss the systems which are not controllable on 

the whole domain;

➢ To improve the degree of controllability of the system

only on a sub-region; 

➢ Allow for a reduction in the number of actuators/sensors;

➢ Offer the potential to reduce the computational requirements.
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Regional idea makes sense. 



Motivation—Why fractional Laplacian?

The past few decades have witnessed a significant development in the 

study of fractional Laplacian, which could efficiently describe the 

processes with interactions between two domains arising at a distance, 

i.e., long range interaction. 
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Motivation—Why fractional Laplacian?
The goal of this paper is to investigate regional exact controllability from the exterior 

of the following nonlocal diffusion system on a bounded domain              ：

(4)
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The considered parabolic 

systems with the fractional 

Laplacian could be used to 

well model a wide class of 

physical phenomena, 

including Levy flights and 

stochastic interfaces when 

traditional approaches 

appear to fail. 

Levy 
flights

Applications



Levy flights--- It is faster than normal diffusions.
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Wildfire (with wind) 

Control
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Proof : Omitted.

Main Results
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This paper investigate the regional exact controllability problem of 

parabolic PDE systems with the fractional Laplacian, whose control 

input is localized on some subset of the system's exterior domain. 

Some equivalent conditions to achieve regional exact controllability of 

the considered system are presented. An approach on the minimum 

energy control problem is then explicitly derived by using HUM.

Moreover, the presented results can be extended to more complex 

nonlocal distributed parameter systems. For instance, the problem of 

constrained regional control of time-space fractional diffusion systems 

with the fractional Laplacian under more complicated regional sensing 

and actuation configurations are of great interest.

Summary and Extensions



Questions or comments?

Thank you for your attention!


